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Abstract
Infrared image analysis has become a very popular subject of study.
Situations as recent as the Gulf War have proved the advantages, and therefore
the need, of having not only the proper imaging equipment but the training and
expertise to use that equipment. To date, there are few tools that analysts can
use to educate themselves and the operators of the state-of-the-art imaging
equipment. There are even fewer tools that provide the flexibility to control
nearly every aspect of infrared imaging phenomena. Several pre-existing and
a few new remote sensing sub-systems have been combined to create an
extremely user-friendly infrared imaging analysis package that can be used to
educate people about infrared imaging phenomena or as a direct analysis tool
to assist analysts in distinguishing between infrared phenomena in actual
imagery.
XI
1.0 Introduction
Since the first photographic images were created, people have tried to
determine just what it is that they are seeing in the photographs. Everyone has
experienced this at one time or another. For example, at cousin Jimmy's
birthday party Auntie Em snapped a Polaroid and, as it develops, the entire
family unanimously decides that it is Jimmy's own finger that can be seen
stealing the icing from Grandma Smith's latest pastry creation. This simple
scenario describes a form of image analysis, although perhaps the most
primitive form. While the family looked at the photograph they used their
experience and intuition to give them insight as to what was going on during the
split second that the photograph was taken.
Within the last few decades the science of image analysis has evolved
from identifying the icing thief at Jimmy's birthday party to determining the
number of parts per billion of toxic waste being dumped into the local river
system by the village factory. The tools that have been implemented by image
analysts have also evolved; from cameras and simple magnification loupes to
space based, hyper spectral, electro-optical scanning systems with
sophisticated computerized analysis algorithms that detect radiation that
humans or simple cameras cannot. This brings us to the topic of the thermal
infrared Symbolic Scene Comparator (SSC) system.
Over the years since the first visible image capture systems (photography
in particular) were put into use, image analysts have gained extensive
understanding of the imaging phenomena that occurs within those captured
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images. The major reason why analysts are able to understand visible imaging
phenomena so thoroughly is the fact that there is such a vast library of visible
images from which to learn. In other words, analysts have been able to gain
invaluable experience and intuition because they have been able to witness
nearly every imaging phenomena possible. Also, if an analyst can imagine a
situation that has not been previously imaged, it is a relatively simple and
inexpensive task to set up the desired situation, image it, and make
observations about its characteristics and then alter that scene in order to
observe any effects of the scene alterations on the images.
Until now, infrared image analysts have not been able to learn from
extensive libraries of images. Since infrared image capture and display is not
trivial and can be fairly expensive, these tasks have been performed mainly by
government agencies, proprietary companies, or other groups with a budget
sufficiently large enough to afford the required tasks. Therefore, the set of
images available to the average analyst has been limited to those images that
are released to the public. In other words, the average infrared analysts is not
able to set up an experimental scene in his backyard, image it, make alterations
easily, image it again, and make his observations available to his colleagues.
Control of the environment alone is a difficult task that could not be attempted
without serious institutional support. This project addresses this problem.
2.0 Background Literature Review
Infrared image analysis and scene simulation have become a popular
research topic in the last few years. Recent papers in the literature involve the
use, analysis, and generation of infrared images. Several current articles deal
with subjects that are similar to the SSC system as a whole or to individual SSC
system sub-models. However, there is one major difference between the SSC
system and the other simulation projects that have been reported. Other
simulation projects are aimed at the creating test beds for imaging hardware
and guidance systems while the SSC system is directed at helping the infrared
image analyst perform their duties more efficiently and more accurately.
The following section describes several articles that are representative of
current work being done in the area of infrared image analysis and scene
simulation. In addition to the description and summary of the methods
presented in each article, similarities and differences from the proposed SSC
system will be addressed.
One project that is very closely related to the SSC system is the infrared
synthetic scene generator reported by Keller [1991]. The generator is used to
produce actual infrared images that can then be scanned by a sensor to
characterize the entire sensing system instead of just one portion thereof.
Keller made improvements that allow the simulated image to be injected into
the processing software of an imaging system. This allows the image
processing software and electronics to be tested without influence from the
actual image acquisition optics and mechanics.
The title suggests that Keller's simulator is a real-time image production
system, but in this case, the image is displayed so that the imaging system,
under test, can scan the image instead of reading the data from a computer file
or some other storage system. The SSC system, on the other hand, will be real
time in the true sense of the phrase. The user will be able to interactively edit
scene, weather, or calibration characteristics and immediately witness changes
in the calculated symbolic image. Although not explicitly stated in the paper by
Keller, the user must make an entirely different symbolic scene to make a
simple change in the scene make-up of the simulated image. This makes the
Keller image generator a very accurate system, but also slow and difficult to
use.
Much of the work in the field of infrared image generation or synthesis
has been directed at making the targets of a scene appear to have been
acquired with an actual infrared imaging system. However, there are other
extremely important objects within a scene that need to be modeled as
accurately as the targets. One project that involves the simulation of accurate
backgrounds was done by Cadzow [1991]. Part of this work that could be used
as a sub-component in a more complicated version of the SSC system. To
make more accurate comparisons between the symbolic scene and the actual
infrared image, Cadzow experimented with adding texture to the background
materials of synthetic images. Through mathematical modeling, he was able to
match, visually, the texture associated with several intricate background
images. In other words, the synthetic images appear to be part of the actual
images to be simulated. More important is the fact that the simulated images
have a statistical resemblance to the actual images. That is to say that the first
and second moments of the synthetic images very closely resemble those of the
actual images.
Cadzow's system also has its drawbacks. An accurate, intricate
background may be useful for some applications, but is not necessary for an
application such as the SSC system. The user needs only to match the grey
level of the background material in the symbolic image with the average digital
count over a small window in the background of the actual infrared image. It is
not necessary to match the textures of the two images. Cadzow's background
simulation may have limited use for an analysis tool such as the SSC system.
Hall, et. al., [1991] also created a very reasonable infrared image
simulation algorithm. The basic premise was to simulate the various images
that would be acquired by a missile as it flies a pre-determined path from launch
to target. The algorithm uses a fixed coordinate system to specify a fixed launch
position and target position as well as the synthetic scene geometries.
The steps of the algorithm are relatively straightforward. As the missile
travels the pre-determined flight path, the onboard imaging sensor
"captures"
images of the terrain and any land-based objects (which have also been pre
determined). The image sensing sub-system that is used applies some basic
radiance propagation techniques that include an atmospheric attenuation step
that is provided by Lowtran7 [1988].
The Hall image acquisition algorithm is quite similar to the SSC system.
For example, both utilize the well known radiance propagation equations to
calculate what the sensor should detect from the synthetic scene. They both
also utilize Lowtran7 to apply an atmospheric attenuation term to the
propagating radiances. Lastly, they are both capable of converting sensed
radiances into grey-scale images that are view able by the user.
Dissimilarities also exist between the Hall project and the SSC system.
One of the most prevalent is the fact that the former offers the user no method for
comparison. Instead of being able to make comparisons between an actual
infrared image and the synthetic infrared image, the user must assume that the
synthetic infrared image is faithful. Since the algorithm is assumed to have
been tested thoroughly, this may be valid. However, from an analyst's point of
view, this idea is nearly useless. The ability to compare the predicted image to
an actual image is one of the inherent qualities that sets the SSC system apart
from other simulation algorithms.
The other major difference between Hall's project and the proposed SSC
system is the ability to alter characteristics in the SSC system interactively. The
user is able to edit or alter weather, scene, or material characteristics or
parameters at will and see the results of the alterations immediately. To
accomplish these sorts of tasks with Hall's system, the user would have to
restart the synthetic scene design, rerun the flight path specification, etc. In the
SSC system, the user can randomly pick the particular characteristic to be
altered and input the particular value desired without changing any other
parameter and without restarting the SSC session.
The precursor and the logical extension to the SSC system is a software
package that was designed to be a complete infrared synthetic image synthesis
algorithm, called DIRSIG, that was written and first implemented by Shor [1990].
The basic premise behind this work was a simulation of a pinhole camera that is
sensitive to infrared wavelengths. A pinhole camera is camera that uses a
small hole as its lens. Rays of light from the image scene pass through the
pinhole lens and are then imaged at the imaging plane of the camera.
A ray traced simulation is used to simulate the images that are produced
using a pinhole camera. The basic algorithm involves following a ray, or vector,
from an image plane position, through the pinhole lens of the camera, and into
the scene being imaged to determine what should be imaged at the ray's
source image plane position. The major difference between the ray tracing
algorithm and the pin-hole camera theory is that the rays of light are cast out
from the image plane in the ray tracing algorithm, which would be within the pin
hole camera, instead of first interacting with the scene and then being incident
on the image plane.
There is also a major difference between the DIRSIG ray tracing
algorithm and a typical ray tracing algorithm. This difference is demonstrated by
the very noticeable effects of background objects on the primary target objects
of a synthetic scene. For example, a very hot background object can make a
foreground target object appear to be the warmer of the two objects if the
geometry of the scene is such that a reflection of the second object would be
seen in the first if the first object's surface were replaced with a mirror. Because
of their dramatic influence, the infrared ray tracer accounts the background
objects as well as the foreground objects.
The infrared ray tracer, like the SSC system, has the ability to vary any of
a number of weather and material characteristics. This allows the ray tracer to
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be extremely flexible and to allow for nearly any scene configuration, even
some that do not occur naturally.
Although accuracy and complexity may be very desirable, sometimes
they must be compromised to allow for speed and flexibility. The infrared ray
tracer can be thought of as a starting point for the SSC system. The precision of
the infrared ray tracer requires many calculations to compute a particular scene.
If the results differ from predicted, the user must either redesign the synthetic
scene or redesign the initial imaging parameters for the ray-tracing algorithms.
The accuracy of the infrared ray-tracer is very useful to analysts, but the
amount of time required to produce usable results is a drawback. This is
particularly true when some trial-and-error methods are used to predict
particular imaging phenomena. This was the major premise for developing the
SSC system. A system was desired that would do the same predicting as the
infrared ray tracer, but in a much simpler manner, more quickly, and
interactively. The user could then run the ray tracer on a similar scene if more
accuracy or detail is desired. The SSC system has the advantage of allowing
the user to make interactive changes in parameters and to be presented with
results almost instantaneously. The ray tracer, with all its complexity, has to go
through quite a bit of refinement and optimization before it would approach real
time performance.
The SSC system is able to present the infrared image analyst with a
user-friendly tool that can be used to predict the scene and weather conditions
under which a more complete infrared image simulation should be performed.
It is also able to demonstrate various imaging phenomena quickly and allow the
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user to alter them to suit specific needs without spending large amounts of time
and money to set up, acquire, and view actual infrared images. While it is true
that the level of complexity of the radiometric calculations used for the SSC
system are quite a bit lower than they could be, the simplicity of the operations
allows for quick processing. This allows the user to make a change and be
presented with results nearly immediately.
There is one more literary source that needs to be studied. This material
is not presented because it relates to the SSC system or any of its components.
It is presented because it is a fairly good example of the use of Spearman's
rank order correlation coefficient. This correlation coefficient is fairly helpful in
quantifying the similarity between two items or methods being compared. In the
evaluation portion of this project, Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient
is used to evaluate the amount of similarity between an actual infrared image
and a symbolic (or artificial) infrared image. The details of that evaluation are
presented in great detail later. However, the following article is presented as an
example of how the Spearman rank order correlation coefficient is generally
used.
Nagurney [1992] automated a method for prioritizing triage patients.
Using a set of triage EMS patients, a priority ranking technique was tested
against the composite opinion of four physicians. Using the opinions of the four
physicians, a rank was determined for each of the patients. The experimental
ranking technique was also used to rank the severity of the test cases.
Nagurney then used Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient to
determine the correlation between the rankings made by the experimental
technique and those of the physicians. The actual results, although relatively
good (r = 0.935), are irrelevant to the SSC system or any of its components.
What is relevant is the use of Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient to
relate how well the new technique matches the current techniques.
One interesting step that was used by the author was to have another set
of four physicians re-rank the conditions of the set of patients. This proved to be
a very convincing argument for the new technique. Spearman's rank order
correlation coefficient for the relationship between the new technique and the
first set of physicians was almost identical to the coefficient for the relationship
between the two sets of physicians. In other words, the ability of the new
technique to rank the severity of injuries is neither better, nor worse, than the
ability of a physician to perform the same task.
The SSC is able to compare two images: an actual infrared image and a
symbolic (or predicted) infrared image. Then, if the two image's digital counts
do not match for particular objects within the actual image, the SSC allows the
user to manipulate a host of variables upon which the predicted image is
dependent. This allows the user to alter the prediction scene and its
environment until a match between the actual infrared image and the symbolic
image is made. This sort of comparison is depicted in Fig. 2.1. The top image
represents the material map image that is used to manipulate the scene make
up, the center image represents the predicted image, called the symbolic
image, and the bottom image represents the actual infrared image that is used
in the SSC session.
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Symbolic Scene Material Map
Calibrated Symbolic Image
Actual Infrared Image
Fig. 2.1 Example layout of an SSC session.
1 1
3.0 Approach
The SSC system has been designed to be very robust and to allow
alterations or additions with only minor adjustments. This section will describe
the scientific theory behind the SSC system, layout each of the modules
needed for the SSC system, and describe the calibration algorithm to be used
by the SSC system.
Fig. 3.1.1 Many factors that contribute to the sensed radiance from an infrared scene
3.1 Scientific Theory
The Symbolic Scene Comparator uses the radiance propagation
equation to model the radiance leaving the surface of each material in a scene.
If this can be done, then a calibration step can be used to effectively add the
12
same atmosphere propagation effects as those that were experienced in the
acquisition of the actual IR image.
As is illustrated by Fig. 3.1.1, many factors contribute to the signal
received by a passive sensor. The radiance represented by the output signal of
an imaging system is described by:
L = 8TLT + (1-8)T[T1Escos(0)(1/n) + Lb + L(J+ Lu (3.^-,)
where:
L = Radiance received at sensor
Lb = Radiance due to background objects
Ld = Down welled radiance to material
Lu = Upwelled radiance to sensor
LT = Radiance due to material temperature
= Material surface-normal emissivity
li = Atmospheric transmission from space to
Earth
T = Target-to-sensor transmission
Es = Exo atmospheric irradiance
0 = Solar declination angle
For the symbolic scene comparator, the equation can be simplified
further. This is due to the fact that a calibration step (which will be described in
detail later) will be utilized to add atmospheric attenuation effects to the surface-
leaving radiance for the various materials that are placed in the symbolic scene.
Also, since the symbolic scene is assumed to be two dimensional, the radiance
due to background objects is eliminated, i.e. there are no background object
interactions to be considered. Lastly, assuming that most of the objects to be
used in any of the symbolic scenes have a low (roughly 0.1) reflectivity, the
down welled radiance term will only account for a small portion of the overall
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surface-leaving radiance and can be omitted. The equation used to calculate
the surface-leaving radiance for each material in the symbolic scene is:
L = LT + (1 -8) T, Es cos(0) (1 / n) (3. 1 .2)
where:
L = Surface-leaving radiance
= Material surface normal emissivity
LT = Radiance due to material temperature
Ti = Atmospheric transmission from space to the Earth
Es = Exo atmospheric Irradiance
0 = Solar declination angle
The emissivity is characteristic of the material that has been measured
and stored in the material data lists. It actually depends on the viewing angle of
the sensor, but it is assumed that all viewing angles are normal to the material
surfaces.
The self-emitted radiance term is often the largest contributing factor and
is calculated by computing the temperature of the material and its associated
radiance over the particular passband that has been designated by the user.
The temperature calculation is performed by a temperature prediction model
called THERM, developed by DCS Corporation [DCS.1989]. THERM computes
the predicted temperature for that material from material and weather
parameters.
The radiance due to the temperature of the material is interpolated from
one of two curves of temperature vs. black body radiance. The difference
between the two curves is the passband used to generate the data points for the
14
curves. One covers the 3-to-5 micron region while the other covers the 8-to-14
micron region, of the spectrum. The radiance values associated with each of
the curves was obtained by applying an inverse Planckian radiator algorithm for
a fairly wide range of temperatures at increments of 5 Kelvins. A linear
interpolation routine was used to calculate the radiance associated with the
particular temperature that was predicted by the THERM routines.
The source-target transmission (T^ term in the equation is actually an
atmospheric transmission. It is calculated by supplying the season of year,
latitude, passband, and time of day to a linear interpolation routine. The four-
dimensional data table contains values that were calculated by an atmospheric
characterization model, called Lowtran7 [1988] which was designed by the U.S.
Air Force. The season variable has only two possibilities, summer or winter.
The passband variable also has only two possibilities, 3-to-5 microns or 8-to-14
microns. The latitude value can range from negative 90 degrees to positive 90
degrees. The time of day can vary between 8:00am and 6:00pm (i.e. only
daylight hours; there is no need to calculate the transmission term if the
specified time is after dark or before sunrise). The data tables can be expanded
to include a larger range for any of the variables by applying the Lowtran7
software to obtain the new T-, data values and then adding these values into the
hard-coded interpolation routine that handles the transmission value
calculations. It should be noted at this time that the 8-14 micron range of data is
not totally necessary. Since the resulting transmission value is multiplied by the
exo-atmospheric term, whose value is close to 0.0 in that passband, there is no
need to calculate the transmission term in the 8-14 micron region. This should
be considered for future enhancements.
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The exo-atmospheric irradiance is calculated by a subroutine of the
Lowtran7 software, as well. The routine takes the day of year, passband, and
time of day and calculates the irradiance incident on the Earth's atmosphere by
interpolating from a pre-existing hard-coded data table.
The solar declination angle is calculated by a portion of the Lowtran7
software. It is then used under the assumption that all objects within the
symbolic scene are planar and flat against the surface of the Earth. In other
words, the incident sun rays may be at an angle with the surface of the objects
in the symbolic scene, but those objects are not tilted with respect to the Earth's
surface.
3.2 Sub-system Descriptions
The SSC system is somewhat analogous to a human body in that the
surface-leaving radiance calculation is the skeleton that holds everything else
together. Each of the sub-systems can be thought of as appendages that help
to make the SSC system an entity different from any other. Each of the
contributing sub-systems could be thought of as a separate part that depends
on each of the other sub-systems to perform its job to its fullest extent. The
following is a description of each of the sub-systems and their respective
functions.
3.2.1 Symbolic Scene Creation
A symbolic scene is necessary for any sort of modeling or prediction.
The symbolic scene provides the SSC system with the material properties
16
needed to calculated the surface-leaving radiance values and subsequent
digital counts for each of the objects in the scene. The creation of such a scene
is done inside the SSC system itself instead of being created by another
program before being imported into the SSC system. This helps make the SSC
system more flexible than other simulation algorithms, such as DIRSIG, in that
changes to the symbolic scene can be made easily and quickly without exiting
the current SSC session. In fact, changes to the symbolic scene are
encouraged to allow the user to observe the effects of altering scene
parameters has on the digital counts of the symbolic image.
The created symbolic scene will normally be composed of several
objects, each of which is placed on a background material and each may be
composed of several materials. Each of these materials is assigned factors that
describe the thermodynamics, radiation absorption, and emission of that
material (a complete list of characteristics is presented in Appendix A). Values
for each of the characteristics will be used by the comparator in some fashion,
whether by dictating a desired value or simply accepting the default values
presented by the SSC system as typical for a given material type. An example
of a simple symbolic scene is shown in fig. 3.2.1.
Ml
????>
Fig. 3.2.1 An example symbolic scene from the scene creation sub-system.
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One of the properties of the symbolic scene comparator software will be
the ability to alter any individual or group of the material characteristics
associated with a given object in the symbolic scene. This would allow the user
to create different imaging situations and to be able to simulate different
imaging phenomena simply by editing a few material or weather characteristics.
The ability to easily alter the symbolic scene to create different imaging
situations is the major difference that sets the SSC system apart from all other
infrared image generators or simulators.
The altering of data will take place in an editing session that will allow the
user to select and change any parameter. Each value will have a valid range
so that physically impossible characteristics will be avoided as much as
possible. However, there will be no checks on combinations of characteristic
values to prevent physically impossible materials from being specified. The
altered symbolic scene material characteristics will then be used as inputs to
the rest of the SSC system to produce a symbolic image. In this manner, the
symbolic scene can be interactively changed to provide the user with the
flexibility needed to produce nearly real-time results.
3.2.2 Weather Initialization
Prior to the prediction of any material temperatures, the symbolic scene
comparator needs to have access to weather data for the day in which the
actual image was acquired. Necessary weather data includes air temperature,
air pressure, precipitation temperature and rate, and a host of other parameters
(a complete list is provided in Appendix A), at fifteen minute intervals. These
18
weather data is used by the temperature-prediction routines of THERM and is
important to the accuracy of any prediction that is made by that routine.
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3.2.2 Frame-by-frame weather parameter editing session
The weather data can be made available to the comparator system in
either of two ways. First, the weather data can simply be placed into a file that
can be read by the weather input routines (the list of necessary parameters and
the file format is included in Appendix A). Secondly, the user can let the
software predict the weather for a given day by supplying a minimal amount of
data to the weather predictor about the time of image acquisition such as
latitude, longitude, date, and peak air temperature (Appendix A).
Once the weather data is accessible by the comparator software the user
can edit one or all of the weather parameters on a parameter vs. time-of-day
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basis. The editing routine will allow the user to change any weather
characteristic for any or all times prior to the image acquisition time and date.
This allows the user to have precise control over the scene comparison that is
desired.
Fig. 3.2.2 presents the reader with a frame-by-frame demonstration of
editing of a weather parameter, using air temperatures an example. The editing
process is described by the following (the letters refer to the frames as depicted
in Fig. 3.2.2):
A) After selection from a complete list of weather parameters, a plot is
displayed of the particular characteristic to be edited as a function
of time where the beginning time represents 24 hours before the
desired image acquisition time and the ending time is the desire
image acquisition time.
B) The routine will then let the user edit the displayed curve by
drawing in a new curve of values with the mouse. This can be
done at only one time of day or for several by drawing a new curve
while the mouse button is depressed.
C) When the editing session is exited for the parameter being edited,
the new values are accepted and then used by the remainder of
the SSC system.
These three steps can be used to edit any or all of the weather characteristics
for a particular day to give the user complete control of the weather that will be
used to represent the environmental conditions during the actual infrared image
acquisition.
3.2.3 Temperature Prediction
One of the most important tools to be utilized by the symbolic scene
comparator is the material-temperature prediction routine in THERM. Designed
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and implemented by DCS and tested at R.I.T., this routine uses material and
weather characteristics to predict a temperature for the material and weather
that was supplied.
In previous simulation algorithms, such as those by Shor [1990], the
surface temperature used in the simulation was input by hand. If an parameter
such as input temperature was to be changed, the symbolic scene had to be
rebuilt. Often, the temperature assigned to the materials within a symbolic
scene were quite different from the temperatures observed in actual scenes with
the prescribed environmental conditions.
In 1990, DCS Corporation published a temperature simulation model
called THERM, which is used to calculate the history of object surface
temperature. THERM uses first-principle models to describe the rate of heat
transfer between the object and its surrounding environment. Temperatures are
calculated for each material of an object, thus it is assumed that each material is
thermally independent. As input, THERM requires information to describe each
of the materials of the object in question and a history of the environmental
weather conditions. THERM is considered to be a good predictor of
temperatures when compared to real-world object temperatures.
The THERM package was chosen to compute object temperatures for
several reasons. If given the proper material and weather characteristics, the
temperature-prediction routine is fairly accurate. Rankin [1992] has
demonstrated that the temperature predictions are within 4K of actual values
under the best weather and scene conditions. Even under worst case
combinations of predicted weather data and only marginally known material
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characteristics, the temperature predictions are still within 7k. Secondly, the
routine is quite fast. The apparent limiting factor is the seemingly continuous file
reading and writing. When extracted from the user interface used by THERM,
the temperature prediction portion of THERM performs no file manipulation
whatsoever, thus speeding up the process.
Probably the most important reason for choosing the THERM
temperature-predictor is its wide variety of variables (a complete list is found in
Appendix A). Virtually every conceivable weather and material parameter may
be changed to create new sets of variables. This is extremely important for use
as a teaching tool. If several variables are simultaneously changed, then the
cause of a particular imaging phenomenon is difficult to determine. However,
since THERM is robust, the cause of a particular imaging phenomenon can be
pinpointed accurately and quickly by incrementally altering individual variables.
3.2.4 Calibration
If the SSC system is thought of as a human body with the surface-leaving
radiance calculation being the skeleton, then the calibration sub-system is the
distinguishing feature that sets the SSC system apart from other infrared
imaging simulation algorithms. The concepts behind the calibration sub-system
may be simple, but the sub-system is quite effective.
To better compare the actual IR image to the predicted symbolic image,
the two will be used to calibrate each other. Actual image data should not be
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changed. Therefore, a calibration procedure is used that applies a gain and
offset to the symbolic scene without altering true data.
Once a surface- leaving radiance has been calculated for each material
within the symbolic scene, a digital count must be assigned to that material.
That digital count must be calibrated to allow comparison to the digital count of
a similar material within the actual infrared scene. The calibration from
radiance to digital count is represented by the following equation:
DC = L*m + b (3.2.4.1)
where:
DC = displayed digital count
L = surface-leaving radiance
m = calibration curve slope
b = calibration curve intercept point
This calibration equation was derived in a straight-forward manner:
L = TLT + (1-)T[T1Escos(0)(1/n) + Lb +Ld]+Lu (3.1.1)
L = TLS + (1 -) T Lb + (1 -) T Ld+ Lu (3.2.4.2)
Utilizing the two assumption about the symbolic scene allow for some
simplification of the equation. First, the assumption has been made that all
objects contained in the synthetic scene are planar with, and adjacent to, the
Earth's surface, i.e. there are no background objects to influence the amount of
surface-leaving radiance from a particular object. Secondly, a very small down
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welled radiance term, due to very low surface reflectances, has been assumed.
The above equation is reduced to:
L = Lsm-| + bi (3.2.4.3)
where:
Ls
mi
bi
eLj + o-ej^EsCostGjo /n)
gain term associated with the atmospheric
attenuation effects on the radiance as it travels
from the material to the sensor
offset term associated with the atmospheric
attenuation effects on the radiance as it travels
from the material to the sensor
Signals from the sensors are assumed to be linear with the incident
radiation:
DC = L * m2 + b2 (3.2.4.4)
where:
L
1TI2
Lsm-| + b-|
gain term associated with the sensor
attenuation effects on the radiance as it is
processed and propagated through the
various sensor electronics
offset term associated with the sensor
attenuation effects on the radiance as it is
processed and propagated through the
various sensor electronics
by substituting 3.2.4.3 into 3.2.4.4:
DC = Ls
*
mi
*
m2 +
b-|*
m2+ b2 (3.2.4.4)
m
b
then:
mi m2
bi*
m2+ b2
DC = L
*
m + b
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(3.2.4.1)
where:
L = surface-leaving radiance from a given material
within the symbolic scene
m = gain term that combines the attenuation effects
associated with both the sensor and the
length of atmosphere that the radiance would
have to travel through in order to reach the
sensor
b = offset term that combines the attenuation
effects associated with both the sensor and
the length of atmosphere that the radiance
would have to travel through in order to reach
the sensor
The slope and intercept needed for the linear calibration curve are
determined statistically from several pairs of user-defined surface-leaving
radiances and digital counts. This is done by using the average digital count for
several windows that have been selected from within the actual infrared image
and that describe areas where the actual scene material is well known or easily
predictable. Such materials include background areas such as concrete, water,
or asphalt. Then a set of material parameters is assigned to each of the
selected windows. From this material assignment, a surface-leaving radiance is
calculated. This gives the digital count and radiance pairs needed to construct
the calibration equation. The method used to calculate the slope and intercept
for the calibration equation is represented by the following equations:
where:
m = Sxy / Sx (3.2.4.5)
b= ) (3.2.4.6)
SXy - (xj- xT(yi-y)
Sx = (xi-x)2
X average of all x values (radiances)
7 average of all y values (digital counts;1
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The data point x-y pairs used to calculated the calibration curve are
defined by selecting areas in the actual image that are assumed to be of a
particular background. The average grey level of the chosen area is computed
and then used in the regression routine, described above, along with the
calculated surface-leaving radiance for the corresponding background in the
symbolic scene. By using several such data points, the linear calibration curve
is calculated (Fig. 3.2.3), to produce a gain, m, and an offset, b, to be applied to
the symbolic scene's surface-leaving radiance values of the symbolic scene to
result in displayable digital counts.
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3.2.3 A typical surface-leaving radiance to digital count calibration curve
This calibration algorithm will effectively add atmospheric and sensor
effects to the surface-leaving radiances that are similar to those of the actual
infrared image. In other words, the symbolic image will appear to have been
acquired under the same atmospheric and sensor response conditions as the
actual infrared image.
Since the background material types for a particular scene are either
known or predictable, this is the most practical choice for a calibration routine.
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A more complicated algorithm would be slower and more cumbersome, while a
simpler one might not make the comparison between the actual image and the
symbolic image any easier than having no calibration at all.
With the surface-leaving radiance equation in mind and the display of
calibrated digital counts as a final goal, the individual sub-systems that have
been described above, must be combined to create a smooth, robust system
that is quite manageable even for novice users. By using a user-friendly image
manipulation system called AVS [1990] as a platform, each of the sub-systems
was first constructed as an individual module and connected using the AVS
network editing features. The SSC System in the AVS network is illustrated in
Fig. 3.2.4.1. This environment allows the user to interactively edit the weather,
scene, or calibration characteristics and view the results at real-time rates.
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4.0 Results
The results of this project are divided into two parts. The first being the
SSC system itself - a network of computer software routines, called modules,
that interact with each other and the user. As a network, the routines produce a
symbolic image that is compared with an actual infrared image to give the user
a better understanding of the imaging phenomena at work within the actual
infrared image. The second part of the results of this project are in the form of a
statistical evaluation of the ability of the SSC system to perform its designated
tasks under various conditions.
4.1 SSC Module Descriptions
The Final SSC system network is actually a group of modules that are
designed to interact with one another to perform the desired tasks. One could
think of the SSC system as the sum that is greater than the addition of its
individual parts. The SSC system modules use the AVS software package as
an interface that allows each module to get and give information to and from the
other modules in the network and also allows the user to interact with the
modules. Each of the modules that make up the SSC system network are
described in detail, including their inputs and outputs and their specific tasks.
The modules have been grouped, depending on their particular tasks, into
weather manipulation, scene manipulation, and calibration manipulation
sections. They have been grouped in this fashion in the actual AVS network
software as well. The entire SSC network, as it appears in the AVS
environment, is shown in Fig. 4.1.1.
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Fig. 4.1.1 A representation of the final SSC System Network using AVS[1990] as a
software platform.
4.1.1 Weather-Manipulation Modules
The weather-manipulation modules provide the user with the ability to
read in, write out, create, and edit the weather data that is needed by the rest of
the SSC network modules to produce an accurate symbolic image
representation of the actual infrared image. The weather manipulation modules
essentially provide the user with complete control over the environmental
conditions during and prior to the time of acquisition of the actual infrared
image.
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4.1.1.1 Read Weather
( ReadWeather )
Fig. 4.1.2 Read Weather Module
The first module in the SSC network that is encountered is Read
Weather, depicted in Fig. 4.1.2. The figure shows that there are no inputs to
Read Weather from any other SSC modules and only one output to the rest of
the SSC network. Read Weather asks the user for the name of the file that
contains the weather information that should be used for the current SSC
session. When the file name is given, Read Weather then reads the data
contained in that file (assumed to be in the format that is represented in
Appendix A) and then passes it on to the rest of the SSC network.
4.1 .1.2 Write Weather
( Write WeaJtheX)
Fig. 4.1.3 Write Weather Module
Write Weather, shown in Fig. 4.1.3, is self-explanatory. This module
simply takes in the weather data that has been used in the current SSC session
and asks the user for a file name into which that data will be stored for a later
SSC session, then Write Weather stores the weather data in that file in the
same format that is recognized by the Read Weather module that has already
been discussed. There are no outputs from Write Weather to the rest of the
SSC network modules.
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4.1.1.3 Build Weather
( Build Weather )
T
Fig. 4.1.4 Build Weather Module
The next module in the SSC network that is encountered is Build
Weather. The figure shows that there are no inputs to Build Weather from other
module within the SSC network and only one output to the rest of the SSC
network. Build Weather is generally used when there is no prior knowledge of a
detailed or actual weather history. Build Weather asks the user for several
variable values such as scene latitude, longitude, air temperature, and rate of
precipitation (a complete list of inputs is presented in appendix B) to be used as
initial weather information that should be used to predict the weather history for
the current SSC session. When these variables have all been filled, Build
Weather then creates a predicted weather history and then passes it on to the
rest of the SSC network.
4.1.1.4 Edit Weather
( Edit Weather )
Fig. 4.1.5 Edit Weather Module
The Edit Weather module allows the user to alter the weather data that
will be used by the SSC system in the current session. Inputs to Edit Weather
are received from the Read Weather module and from the Build Weather
module. Edit Weather allows the user to choose the source of the incoming
weather data - either read in from a file or predicted by the SSC software. The
weather data can then be edited. The edited weather parameters are then sent
to the rest of the SSC system through the two output paths shown in Fig. 4.1 .5.
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For example, if the user has selected to read the weather information in
from a file and wishes to edit the air temperature, he would first select the air
temperature as the parameter to be edited. Then he would use the mouse to
draw the desired curve shape (Fig. 4.1.6). The user exits when satisfied with
the edits. This action supplies the updated information to the rest of the SSC
network. The user can then choose to edit another weather parameter or
continue to the next SSC network module.
Time
Time
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Time
Fig. 4.1.6 Steps depicting a typical Edit Weather session
4.1.2 Scene-Manipulation Modules
The scene-manipulation modules provide the user with the ability to read
in, write out, create, and edit scene data needed by the rest of the SSC network
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modules. The scene-manipulation modules essentially provide the user with
complete control over object materials and properties during the time of
acquisition of the actual infrared image.
4.1.2.1 Read Scene
Q Read Scene )
Fig. 4.1.7 Read Scene Module
The Read Scene module isused when a symbolic scene from a previous
SSC session is used in the current SSC system. This module requests the
name of the file that contains the previously saved scene information. After the
scene information has been read into the SSC system all the information is then
passed to the rest of the SSC system by way of the two output paths that are
shown in Fig. 4.1.7.
4.1.2.2 Write Scene
1
C Write Scene J
Fig. 4.1.8 Write Scene Module
Similar to the Write Weather module, the Write Scene module (4.1.8)
takes in the symbolic scene information (i.e. the icons in the scene, the
materials that have been assigned, and all of their material property values) and
writes the information to the file that is specified by the user. The format of the
data in the file is the same as that recognized by the Read Scene module that
has been described. There are no outputs to other SSC network modules.
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4.1.2.3 Select Tile
C Select Tile ")
Fig. 4.1.9 Select Tile Module
The Select Tile module allows the user to select the icon, or icons, that
appear in the symbolic scene to represent the various objects present in the
actual infrared image to be compared. There are no inputs from other SSC
network modules. Select Tile requests the name of the file containing the set of
icons, or tiles, from which a sub-set will be chosen to be placed into the
symbolic scene. More than one tile can be chosen from more than one file of
tiles to make up the final symbolic scene. After the user has selected all of the
tiles that will be needed, Select Tile sends its information to the rest of the SSC
network through the data path in Fig. 4. 1 .9.
4.1.2.4 Compose Tile
,
ur
f Compose Tile )
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Fig. 4.1.10 Compose Tile Module
Compose Tile is one of the more important modules for the interested
user. It allows the user to assign the appropriate materials to the icons that
have been placed into the symbolic scene. More importantly, Compose Tile
allows the user to interactively edit the material properties for the icons that
have been placed into the symbolic scene. To assign a material to an icon
object, the user should simply select the object in the icon and then select the
appropriate material from the list provided by Compose Tile. To edit a material
property, the user should select the icon object whose material is to be edited.
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Then the user should input the desired value for the desired material property
using the input devices that are provided by Compose Tile.
The inputs to Compose Tile, depicted in Fig. 4.1.10, come from Read
Scene and Select Tile and simply provide the module with information
concerning the icons that have been selected to be in the symbolic scene. The
inputs may also indicate that a previously saved scene may be used in this
session. In the later case, materials may have already been assigned in a
previous SSC session. In which case the user may only want to edit the
material properties, but new assignments to the symbolic scene objects can
also be made. The outputs from Compose Tile simply describe the symbolic
scene to the rest of the SSC network modules - everything from the number of
tile icons in the scene to the individual material properties for the materials.
4.1.2.5 Produce Scene
ill
(~
Produce Scene )
II I
Fig. 4.1.11 Produce Scene Module
The surface-leaving radiance for each of the materials in the symbolic
scene is calculated in the Produce Scene module. The inputs to Produce
Scene include all data of weather history data and symbolic scene materials.
The user is able to select the passband (either 3-5 or 8-14 microns) to be used
in the surface-leaving radiance calculations. The output from Produce Scene is
the surface-leaving radiance for each of the materials that are represented in
the symbolic scene and any information that was input to Produce Scene that is
needed by subsequent SSC network modules. The Produce Scene module
can be seen in Fig. 4. 1 .1 1 .
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4.1.3 Calibration Manipulation Modules
The calibration manipulation modules provide the user with the ability to
create, read, write, and edit the calibration curve necessary for an accurate
comparison between the actual infrared image and the symbolic image that is
produced by the SSC network. The calibration manipulation modules also
provide the user with the ability to read in an actual infrared image as well as
write out the final symbolic image.
4.1.3.1 Calibrate
"illlr
( Calibrate j
_J | l__
Fig. 4.1.12 Calibrate Module
The Calibrate module performs the most important function of any of the
SSC network modules. This module calibrates the symbolic image with the
actual infrared image. To perform its task, the Calibrate module needs access
to a lot of information. This is evident from the number of inputs from other SSC
network modules (Fig. 4.1.12). Calibrate needs to know literally everything that
has been done or used in all of the other SSC network modules that precede it.
Calibrate also requires important information from the user. The user
must be able to select small windows within the actual infrared image, with the
help of Load Image (whose description is forthcoming), and also to be able to
select materials and material properties that best describe the material depicted
in those windows. This provides the Calibrate module with enough information
to calculate a calibration curve of surface-leaving radiance to digital-count.
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Once the calibration curve has been calculated, Calibrate will then re-map the
symbolic scene surface-leaving radiances to digital counts.
As output, the Calibrate module sends out the calibration curve details so
that they can be saved for use in any later SSC sessions. Calibrate also sends
the symbolic image so that it can also be displayed by Show Final and so that it
can be saved and viewed or manipulated at a later time by other software.
4.1.3.2 Load Image
C Load Image J
Fig. 4.1.13 Load Image Module
To perform the calibration step between the symbolic image that is
produced by the SSC system and an actual infrared image, the user must be
able to display the actual infrared image. Load Image (Fig. 4.1.13) allows the
user to open a desired image file and to display that image. The user is simply
asked for the image file name and directory and Load Image then opens a new
window that displays the image that was selected.
Load Image also provides a method for entering the digital count
information that is needed by the Calibrate module. To obtain this information,
Load Image provides the user with a zoom window that is able to display digital
counts and some simple statistics. The digital count information that is needed
by the Calibrate module is the average digital count for the window that is
positioned over what is thought to be a single material type within the actual
infrared image. The user is able to adjust the window size and position in order
to get the best possible sampling of the digital counts that are associated with
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any one material. For example, the user would re-size and position the zoom
window over ones thought to be asphalt. Then he would tell Load Image to
accept the window average from the current window size and position to be
used in the calibration step.
4.1.3.3 Read Translation
(Read Translation)
Fig. 4.1.14 Read Translation Module
After a symbolic scene has been calibrated to an actual infrared image,
the user has the option of saving the calibration curve that is used. Then, in a
later SSC session, the user may want to use that same calibration curve again.
To do this, the calibration curve has to be read from a previously saved file.
Read Translation, the module shown in Fig. 4.1.14, performs the very specific
task of reading in the previously saved calibration curve and sending the
appropriate information on to the rest of the SSC network modules.
4.1.3.4 Show Final
1
( Show Final J
Fig. 4.1.15 Show Final Module
The Show Final module (Fig. 4.1.15) provides the user with the ability to
view the finished product. As input, the Show Final module is given the
symbolic image after it has been translated through the calibration curve.
Show Final then opens another window that is used to display the symbolic
scene.
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One nice, and very useful, feature provided by Show Final is another
zoom window that allows the user to examine the individual digital count
information on a pixel-by-pixel basis. This is made even more useful by the fact
that the information displayed in the zoom window can be in the form of digital
counts, surface-leaving radiance values, or apparent temperature values.
These apparent temperatures are determined by back calculating the surface-
leaving radiances through Planck's temperature-to-radiance curve. If the user
is not satisfied by the resulting symbolic image, he can go back and edit the
weather history or change a material property or two until the final symbolic
image is exactly as required, i.e. the symbolic image very closely matches the
actual infrared image.
In addition, Show Final allows the user to see the results of altering the
weather history or the symbolic scene immediately. For example, if the user
were to edit the air temperature to make the weather history much warmer, the
digital counts that are shown in the symbolic scene will increase immediately.
This feature lets an infrared image analyst understand what the effects and the
significance of almost any environmental or material characteristic may be
when viewing an infrared image.
4. 1.3.5 Write Final
d Write Final )
Fig. 4.1.16 Write Final Module
The Write Final module, shown in Fig. 4.1.16, provides the user with the
ability to save the symbolic scene so that it can be viewed or manipulated at a
later time or by other software. Write Final simply takes in the digital count
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symbolic image and asks the user for the directory and file name where the
information should be stored.
4.1.3.6 Write Translation
I
(Write Translation)
Fig. 4.1.17 Write Translation Module
The Write Translation module (Fig. 4.1.17) performs what some might call
a frivolous function. This is the module that saves the calibration curve so that it
can be used in subsequent SSC sessions. The calibration curve should be
saved to allow the user to resume an SSC session at another time. Saving the
calibration curve would free the user from having to remember the steps
performed to produce the symbolic image. Instead, the user can accurately
read the previously saved information, including the calibration curve, and
instantly produce the same symbolic image.
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Fig. 4.1.18 A representation of the final SSC System Network using AVS[1990] as a
software platform.
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4.2 SSC Analysis of Performance
The final SSC system network was evaluated by using three actual
infrared images, a symbolic scene containing at least six materials for each of
the actual images, and two statistical evaluation techniques. The three actual
infrared images that were used are presented in Fig. 4.2.1, Fig. 4.2.2, and Fig.
4.2.3. They are images of a nighttime parking lot, a morning parking lot, and a
nighttime airport, respectively.
The symbolic scene that accompanied the actual infrared images
through the SSC system performance evaluation are presented in Fig. 4.2.4,
Fig. 4.2.5, and Fig. 4.2.6, respectively. Each grey level within each of the
symbolic scenes represents a different material with different material
properties. The icons that were used to assemble the symbolic scenes were
originally created using Adobe Photoshop. The actual materials, as well as
their respective material properties, that were used are presented in Table
4.2.1 , Table 4.2.2, and Table 4.2.3, respectively.
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Fig. 4.2.1 Actual infrared image of a nighttime parking lot.
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Fig. 4.2.2 Actual infrared image of a daytime parking lot.
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Fig. 4.2.3 Actual infrared image of a nighttime airport.
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Fig. 4.2.4 Symbolic scene used in nighttime parking lot comparison.
Fig. 4.2.5 Symbolic scene used in daytime parking lot comparison.
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Fig. 4.2.6 Symbolic scene used in nighttime airport comparison.
Self-
Heat Thermal Exp. Thermal Visible Gen.
Material Cap. Cond. Thick. Area Emis. Emis. Power
Asphalt 0.47 5.93 3.01 0.0 0.93 0.93 0.0
Grass 1.00 0.0 1.0 0.16 0.88 0.91 0.0
P. Steel 0.87 464.4 0.27 0.9 0.90 0.60 0.0
Glass 0.52 12.04 0.55 0.4 0.79 0.18 0.0
Rubber 0.36 1.3 1.91 0.5 0.99 0.95 0.0
N. Steel 0.87 464.4 1.0 0.4 0.90 0.94 0.0
Dirt/Grass 1.00 5.0 1.0 0.5 0.88 0.91 0.0
Water 1.00 5.13 40.16 0.5 0.96 0.00 0.0
Aluminum 0.59 2064 1.0 0.0 0.90 0.74 0.0
P. Wood 0.27 1.1 5.19 0.3 0.90 0.74 0.0
Table 4.2.1 Symbolic scene materials used in nighttime parking lot comparison.
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Self-
Heat Thermal Exp. Thermal Visible Gen.
Material Cap. Cond. Thick. Area Emis. Emis. Power
Asphalt 0.47 5.93 1.0 -0.5 0.93 0.93 0.0
Grass 1.00 0.0 0.0 0.16 0.88 0.91 0.0
P. S. Side 0.87 464.4 1.0 0.3 0.90 0.60 0.0
Glass 0.52 12.04 1.0 0.25 0.79 0.18 0.0
Rubber 0.36 1.3 1.0 -0.3 0.99 0.95 0.0
P.S.Bump 0.87 464.4 1.0 0.4 0.90 0.94 0.0
Dirt/Grass 1.00 5.0 0.0 0.5 0.88 0.91 0.0
Water 1.00 5.13 1.0 -0.4 0.96 0.50 0.0
Sand 0.29 2.67 1.0 -0.4 0.90 0.60 0.0
Dirt 0.27 0.0 1.0 -0.5 0.90 0.73 0.0
Greyl 0.27 0.0 -0.4 0.90 0.30 0.0
Grey2 0.27 0.0 -0.4 0.90 0.50 0.0
Grey3 0.27 0.0 -0.4 0.90 0.75 0.0
Grey4 0.27 0.0 -0.4 0.90 . 0.90 0.0
Grey5 0.27 0.0 -0.4 0.90 0.70 0.0
Black 0.27 0.0 -0.3 0.90 0.94 o-.o
Green 0.27 0.0 -0.4 0.90 0.74 0.0
Red 0.27 0.0 -0.4 0.90 0.54 0.0
Blue 0.27 0.0 -0.4 0.90 0.84 0.0
Table 4.2.2 Symbolic scene materials used in daytime parking lot comparison.
Self-
Heat Thermal Exp. Thermal Visible Gen.
Material Cap. Cond. Thick. Area Emis. Emis. Power
RoadCon. 0.26 0.0 25.14 -0.5 0.94 0.90 0.0
P. Steel 0.87 464.4 0.27 -1.0 0.90 0.60 0.0
N. Steel 0.87 464.4 1.0 0.4 0.90 0.94 0.0
R. Steel 0.87 464.4 1.0 0.5 0.90 0.60 0.0
Asphalt 0.47 5.93 10.11 -0.5 0.93 0.93 0.0
Grass 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.16 0.88 0.91 -3.69
Concrete 0.26 15.48 1.0 -0.4 0.88 0.60 0.0
P. Steel 0.87 464.4 1.0 0.3 0.90 0.60 0.0
R. Gravel 0.34 17.2 10.11 -0.4 0.90 0.90 -5.87
Shingles 0.45 6.36 1.0 -0.4 0.91 0.86 0.0
Dirt/Grass 1.0 5.0 50.0 0.5 0.88 0.91 0.0
Table 4.2.3 Symbolic scene materials used in nighttime airport comparison.
4.2.1 Analysis Methods
The first of the two test used to evaluate the performance of the final SSC
system was a simple root-mean-squared apparent temperature difference
between the materials represented in the symbolic scene and the same
.:.__XX
:~ " " Xual infrared image. The measurement was calculated using
eq. 4.2.1.
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v2_1/2
where:
RMS=r20rav
1 " J
(4.2.1)
Ti = The apparent temperature for one of the
materials that are represented in the symbolic
scene
T2 = The apparent temperature for one of the
materials that are present in the actual scene
n = The number of materials in the actual infrared
image that are represented in the symbolic
scene and are used for the evaluation
calculation
The apparent temperature difference used in this calculation is derived
through a series of shorter calculations. The digital counts associated with each
of the materials (in the actual infrared image and in the symbolic image) were
used to calculate radiance values from the calibration curve that was used to
determine the symbolic image digital counts. The resulting radiances were
used to calculate apparent temperatures from a table of Planckian radiator
values. After these two calculations were done for every material in the
symbolic image and the same materials in the actual infrared image, the
apparent temperature difference was calculated for each of the material pairs so
that Eq. 4.2.1 could be used to determine the RMS value.
The second test used Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient
calculation. The coefficient is a quick and convenient substitute or
approximation to the more popular correlation coefficient that is often used in
image analysis. The two differ in that while the traditional correlation coefficient
uses actual digital counts in its calculations, the rank order correlation
coefficient uses the rank order of the digital counts for its calculations. If there
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are no ties in the rank between digital counts within any one image then the
rank order correlation coefficient is equivalent to the traditional correlation
coefficient. On the other hand, if there are ties produced during the ranking
portion of the calculation, then there are small, but probably negligible,
differences between the two correlation coefficients. In other words, the rank
order correlation coefficient gives some idea as to how well the digital counts for
the materials in the symbolic image are correlated to the digital counts for the
same materials in the actual infrared image. Spearman's rank order correlation
coefficient is calculated using Eq. 4.2.2.
r= 1 - 6
Ed2
n(n2-1) (422)
where:
r = Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient.
d = Difference between the rank of the digital
count of a material in the symbolic image and
the rank for the digital count of the same
material in the actual infrared image.
n _ xhe number of differences used (same as the
number of materials used in the comparison).
The rank order correlation coefficient should be close to 1.0 for high
correlation and close to 0.0 for low correlation between the digital count pairs.
For example, suppose the data pairs in Table 4.2.4 are used
in the rank order
correlation coefficient calculation. The resulting coefficient would be the
following:
r = 1 - ( 6
* 1 .5 ) / [ 6
* ( 36 1 ) ] = 1 - 9 / 21 0 = 0.96
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Actual Symb. Actual DC Symb. DC Rank Diff.
Material DC DC Rank Rank Diff. Squared
1 20 16 6 6 0 0
2 30 24 5 5 0 0
3 126 131 4 4 0 0
4 201 212 1.5 1 0.5 0.25
5 201 195 1.5 2.5 1 1
6 190 195 3 2.5 0.5 0.25
Table 4.2.4 Example data for Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient calculation.
Using the data in Table 4.2.5 would result in the following:
r=1 18.5 )/[ 6* (36-1 )] = 1 -111 /210 = 0.47
Actual Symb. Actual DC Symb. DC Rank Diff.
Material DC DC Rank Rank Diff. Squared
1 20 24 6 5 1 1
2 30 16 5 6 1 1
3 126 212 4 1 3 9
4 201 131 1.5 4 2.5 6.25
5 201 195 1.5 2.5 1 1
6 190 195 3 2.5 0.5 0.25
Table 4.2.5 Example data for Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient calculation.
This shows quite a difference in the correlation coefficient values that are
possible.
There is another way to decide whether or not the rank order correlation
coefficient is significant. By using the standard z-statistic, one can determine
the confidence level of the difference in correlation coefficient. In other words, if
the z value calculated from the correlation coefficient is larger than the z value
taken from a standard table, then there is a very good chance that there is some
correlation between the digital counts of the two images. For example, using
the data from Table 4.2.4, we first calculate the z statistic using Eq. 4.2.3:
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z =
r(n-1)1/2
'
(4.2.3)
where: z = z-statistic used in significance comparison.
r = Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient.
n = The number of differences used (same as the
number of materials used in the comparison).
z =
0.96* 2.24 = 2.15
Once the z-statistic value has been computed for the particular correlation
coefficient, it should be compared to a value that is found in a standard table of
values. For example, if the calculated z value is larger than 2.58, then we can
be 99% confident that there is some sort of correlation between the digital
counts for the two images. In this case we can see that there is a good chance
for correlation between the digital count rankings. It's not quite 100%, more like
96.8%, but still a very good chance that the two digital count rankings are
correlated.
Our other example data (from Table 4.2.5), results in a z value of 1.05.
One can see that using this set of data does not produce as significant an
amount of correlation as the previous example. Based on the z-statistic
criterion, this example produces a 70.6% confidence that the digital count
rankings for the two images are correlated.
4.2.2 Analysis Results
The first image to be used in an SSC session for comparison with an
actual infrared image yielded fairly accurate results. This is to be expected
because of the accuracy with which the actual infrared scene was known. The
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scene was specifically set up with nearly full knowledge of the material
characteristics of the objects within the scene. Using this scene in the
evaluation of the SSC system only makes sense because using a known
infrared scene provides an easy check for the symbolic scene predictions.
Fig. 4.2.7 Initial symbolic image used in nighttime parking lot comparison.
Fig. 4.2.7 depicts the final symbolic image that was produced by the
SSC; the user provided some of the calibration information. This image should
compare fairly well with the one depicted in Fig. 4.2.1. The same materials in
each image should have the same, or at least similar, digital counts or grey
levels. Visually, the two images seem to have a similar overall contrast. That is
appropriate.
Actual Symb. Actual DC Symb. DC Rank Diff.
Material DC DC Rank Rank Diff. Squared
Asphalt 142.39 133 5 7 2 4
Grass 130.67 132 7 8 1 1
P. Steel 155.78 142 2 2.5 0.5 0.25
Glass 121.53 120 9 10 1 1
Rubber 163.44 160 1 1 0 0
N. Steel 154.72 140 3 5 2 4
Dirt/Grass 132.00 141 6 4 2 4
Water 125.78 128 8 9 1 1
Aluminum 55.06 139 10 6 4 16
P. Wood 145.17 142 4 2.5 1.5 2.25
Table 4.2.6 Initial rank order correlation coefficient data for nighttime parking lot.
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Statistically, the two images are also similar. As can be seen from the
data in Table 4.2.6 and the calculations that follow, Spearman's rank order
correlation coefficient is close to 1.0, signifying a high degree of correlation
between the two image digital counts. Using the data in Table 4.2.6, the rank
correlation coefficient is calculated as:
r = 0.797
z = 2.391
(-98.3% confidence of correlation)
The digital counts from the two images are probably fairly correlated, but one
can see that the aluminum symbolic image digital count does not compare well
with that of the actual image. By leaving that data point out of the calculation
could improve the results.
Material
Asphalt
Grass
P. Steel
Glass
Rubber
N. Steel
Dirt/Grass
Water
Aluminum
P. Wood
Actual
DC
142.39
130.67
155.78
121.53
163.44
154.72
132.00
125.78
55.06
145.17
Symb. Actual DC Symb. DC Rank Diff.
DC
133
131
142
120
160
139
140
128
139
141
Rank
5
7
2
9
1
3
6
8
Rank
6
7
2.5
9
1
5
4
8
2.5
Diff. Squared
1
0
0.5
0
0
2
2
0
1.5
1
0
0.25
0
0
4
4
0
2.25
Table 4.2.7 Rank order correlation coefficient data for nighttime parking lot.
Using the data in Table 4.2.7 would result in the following rank
coefficient:
r = 0.904
z = 2.712
(-99.7% confidence of correlation)
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This shows that a large difference in the rank order correlation coefficient
values that are possible. The difference is found in the fact that the material
called aluminum was thrown out as an obvious outlier. What is suspected is
that the default values for the material characteristics for that material were not
in agreement for the actual piece of aluminum used in the infrared image scene
setup. To accommodate this the SSC image was recalculated after the
aluminum material characteristics were edited to more accurately reflect what
was in the actual infrared image scene. The changes that were made were
fairly minor, but made a major impact, as can be seen from the data. What was
done was to change aluminum's exposed area to -0.4 and its thermal emfssivity
to 0.10. The piece of aluminum that was used was extremely specular (shiny)
and had almost no flaws on its surface. The default value that was used in the
previous SSC session probably describes an older, more weathered piece of
aluminum. Thus, the value change was warranted. Table 4.2.8 contains the
resulting rank order correlation calculation data while Fig. 4.2.8 displays the
new symbolic image.
Actual Symb. Actual DC Symb. DC Rank Diff.
Material DC DC Rank Rank Diff. Squared
Asphalt 142.39 133 5 7 2 4
Grass 130.67 132 7 6 1 1
P. Steel 155.78 142 2 2.5 0.5 0.25
Glass 121.53 120 9 9 0 0
Rubber 163.44 160 1 1 0 0
N. Steel 154.72 140 3 5 2 4
Dirt/Grass 132.00 141 6 4 2 4
Water 125.78 128 8 8 0 0
Aluminum 55.06 52 10 10 0 0
P. Wood 145.17 142 4 2.5 1.5 2.25
Table 4.2.8 Final rank order correlation coefficient data for nighttime parking lot.
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Fig. 4.2.8 Final symbolic image used in nighttime parking lot comparison.
The rank order correlation coefficient that results from using this final data is as
follows:
r = 0.906
z = 2.718
(-99.3% confidence of correlation)
It is obvious that this rank order correlation coefficient is much better than
either of the previous values that were calculated for this pair of images. One
should note that this also demonstrates the user's ability to edit or alter any
aspect of the symbolic scene to more accurately compare the symbolic image to
the actual infrared image.
Material
Asphalt
Grass
P. Steel
Glass
Rubber
N. Steel
Dirt/Grass
Water
Aluminum
P. Wood
Table
Actual
D C
142.39
130.67
155.78
121.53
163.44
154.72
132.00
125.78
55.06
145.17
4.2.9 Initial
Actual Symb. Actual Symb. App.
Symb. App. App. App. App. Temp.
D C Rad. Rad.. Temp. Temp. Diff.
133 0.00457 0.00416 288.51 282.79 5.72
132 0.00405 0.00411 281.32 282.17 -0.85
142 0.00517 0.00455 296.14 288.28 7.86
120 0.00365 0.00358 275.31 274.26 1.05
160 0.00550 0.00535 300.26 298.42 1.84
140 0.00512 0.00447 295.55 287.09 8.46
141 0.00411 0.00451 282.17 287.68 -5.51
128 0.00384 0.00393 278.16 279.60 -1.45
139 0.00070 0.00442 204.91 286.48 -81.57
142 0.00469 0.00455 290.14 288.28 1.86
RMS temperature difference calculation data for nighttime parking lot.
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As far as the RMS temperature difference was concerned, the images
appear to be very similar as well, except for the aluminum material, of course.
Using the data found in Table 4.2.9, the following RMS temperature difference
was determined:
RMS = 26.19K
Actual Symb. Actual Symb. App.
Actual Symb. App. App. App. App. Temp.
Material D C D C Rad. Rad.. Temp. Temp. Diff-
Asphalt 142.39 133 0.00457 0.00416 288.51 282.79 5.72
Grass 130.67 132 0.00405 0.00411 281.32 282.17 -0.85
P. Steel 155.78 142 0.00517 0.00455 296.14 288.28 7.86
Glass 121.53 120 0.00365 0.00358 275.31 274.26 1.05
Rubber 163.44 160 0.00550 0.00535 300.26 298.42 1.84
N. Steel 154.72 140 0.00512 0.00447 295.55 287.09 8.46
Dirt/Grass 132.00 141 0.00411 0.00451 282.17 287.68 -5.51
Water
Aluminum
125.78
55.06
128
139
0.00384
0.00070
0.00393 278.16 279.60 -1.45
P. Wood 145.17 142 0.00469 0.00455 290.14 288.28 1.86
Table 4.2.10 RMS tempejrature difference calculation data for nighttime parking lot.
That seems like a large RMS temperature difference. If the data in Table 4.2.10
is used (which discards the aluminum symbolic scene information as in the rank
order correlation coefficient calculation), the RMS value then becomes:
RMS = 4.80k
This is a little better, but the most appropriate value is obtained using the data in
Table 4.2.1 1. The RMS value is then calculated as:
RMS = 5.03k
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Actual Symb. Actual
Actual Symb. App. App. App.
Material DC DC Rad. Rad.. Temp.
Asphalt 142.39 133 0.00457 0.00416 288.51
Grass 130.67 132 0.00405. 0.00411 28132
P. Steel 155.78 142 0.00517 0.00455 296 14
Glass 121.53 120 0.00365 0.00358 275.31
Rubber 163.44 160 0.00550 0.00535 300 26
N. Steel 154.72 140 0.00512 0.00447 295.55
Dirt/Grass 132.00 141 0.00411 0.00451 282 17
Water 125.78 128 0.00384 0.00393 278.16
Aluminum 55.06 52 0.00056 0.00442 204.91
P.Wood 145.17 142 0.00469 0.00455 290.14
Table 4.2.11 Final RMS temperature difference calculation data
lot.
Symb.
App.
Temp.
282.79
282.17
288.28
274.26
298.42
287.09
287.68
279.60
198.14
288.28
App.
Temp.
Diff.
5.72
-0.85
7.86
1.05
1.84
8.46
-5.51
-1.45
6.76
1.86
for nighttime parking
This final RMS value was obtained by using the edited aluminum
material characteristics that were used in the final rank order correlation
coefficient calculation described earlier. Comparing this RMS value to that of
the initial calculation demonstrates the SSC system's powerful tool of allowing
the user to alter characteristics.
The other images that were used in the evaluation of the SSC system
yielded results that were similar to those for the first image pair. The results
were reasonable and encouraging. The daytime parking lot scene was set up
with nearly full knowledge of all material characteristics. The actual infrared
image was taken from Rankin [1992] because of ease of availability and
knowledge of scene make-up. The two symbolic scenes used in this evaluation
were created by Rankin. The first, whose material data is shown in Table 4.2.2,
is considered to have "generic" materials. That is to say that each of the
material properties is essentially comprised of the default property values that
are provided by the SSC system. The second symbolic scene used an
"optimal"
set of material property values. The
"optimal"
symbolic scene
provided material property values that allow the best match between the actual
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infrared image and the output from the DIRSIG[1993] infrared ray tracing
algorithm.
Instead of showing each of the individual steps of the evaluation process,
as was done above for the first SSC image pair, the initial results, the final
results, and the changes needed to get the final results will be described for this
and the next SSC comparison.
Fig. 4.2.9 displays the symbolic image that was- calculated using the
actual infrared image of Fig. 4.2.2 and the material characteristics of Table
4.2.2.
Actual Symb. Actual DC Symb. DC Rank Diff.
Material DC DC Rank Rank Diff. Squared
Asphalt 75.62 191 15 3 12 144
Grass 70.16 125 16 16 0 0
P. S. Side 172.09 110 9 18 9 81
Glass 112.12 60 13 19 6 36
Rubber 203.9 203 1 10 0
P.S.Bump 136.25 134 12 14 2 4
Dirt/Grass 76.92 180 14 5 9 81
Water 37.75 129 19 15 4 16
Sand 66.98 145 17 12.5 4.5 20.25
Dirt 47.7 163 18 10 8 64
Greyl 144.22 120 11 17 6 36
Grey2 178.47 145 6 12.5 6.5 42.25
Grey3 190.64 176 5 6.5 1.5 2.25
Grey4 193.28 194 3 2 1 1
Grey5 192.86 170 4 9 5 25
Black 202.72 176 2 6.5 4.5 20.25
Green 168.31 175 10 8 2 4
Red 177.17 150 8 11 3 9
Blue 176.72 187 7 4 3 9
Table 4.2.12 Initial rank correlation coefficient calculation data for daytime parking lot.
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Fig. 4.2.9 Initial symbolic image used in daytime parking lot comparison.
Table 4.2.12 gives a listing of the initial rank order correlation coefficient
calculation data. The resulting correlation coefficient is:
r = 0.478
z = 2.028
(-95.8% confidence of correlation)
If judged by the z-statistic, this is a well correlated pair of images.
However, the correlation coefficient itself does not indicate that they are a well
correlated pair of images. So the "optimal" symbolic scene was used to get the
material properties listed in Table 4.2.13 and the symbolic image shown in Fig.
4.2.10:
Fig. 4.2.10 Final symbolic image used in daytime parking lot comparison.
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Heat Thermal Exp. Thermal Visible
Self-
Gen.
Material Cap. Cond. Thick. Area Emis. Emis. Power
Asphalt 0.47 5.93 1.0 0.4 0.93 0.93 0.0
Grass 0.16 0.0 0.0 0.16 0.98 1.00 0.0
P. S. Side 0.87 464.4 1.0 1.0 0.44 0.88 0.0
Glass 0.52 12.04 1.0 0.95 0.61 0.61 0.0
Rubber 0.36 1.3 1.0 -0.82 0.90 0.93 0.0
P.S.Bump 0.87 464.4 1.0 0.69 0.44 0.88 0.0
Dirt/Grass 1.00 5.0 0.0 0.5 0.88 0.91 0.0
Water 1.00 5.13 1.0 -0.57 0.00 0.09 0.0
Sand 0.29 2.67 1.0 0.39 0.90 0.76 0.0
Dirt 0.27 0.0 1.0 -0.5 0.90 0.73 0.0
Greyl 0.27 0.0 -0.77 0.78 0.60 0.0
Grey2 0.27 0.0 -0.77 0.78 0.75 0.0
Grey3 0.27 0.0 -0.77 0.78 0.80 0.0
Grey4 0.27 0.0 -0.77 0.78 0.85 0.0
Grey5 0.27 0.0 -0.77 0.78 0.80 0.0
Black 0.27 0.0 -0.77 0.78 0.90 0.0
Green 0.27 0.0 -0.77 0.78 0.55 rj.o
Red 0.27 0.0 -0.77 0.78 0.65 0.0
Blue 0.27 0.0 -0.77 0.78 0.60 0.0
Table 4.2.13 Final symbolic scene materials used in daytime parking lot comparison.
This altered set of material characteristics produced a much more
convincing correlation coefficient (the data is seen in Table 4.2.14):
r = 0.627
z = 99.2% confidence of correlation
Actual Symb. Actual DC Symb. DC Rank Diff.
Material DC DC Rank Rank Diff. Squared
Asphalt 71.61 161 14 8 7 49
Grass 71.31 156 15 11.5 4.5 20.25
P. S. Side 81.94 103 13 17 8 64
Glass 158.67 123 9 16 3 9
Rubber 206.39 196 1 0 0
P.S.Bump 87.22 97 12 18 6 36
Dirt/Grass 69.58 165 16 6.5 7.5 56.25
Water 28.22 33 19 19 0 0
Sand 66.78 156 17 11.5 5.5 30.25
Dirt 47.83 160 18 9 9 81
Greyl 177.17 154 6 13.5 2.5 6.25
Grey2 168.31 165 8 6.5 0.5 0.25
Grey3 176.72 169 7 4 1 1
Grey4 144.22 172 11 3 0 0
Grey5 178.47 168 5 5 1 1
Black 190.64 176 4 2 0 0
Green 193.28 150 2 15 5 25
Red 192.86 158 3 10 2 4
Blue 151.28 154 10 13.5 6.5 42.25
Table 4.2.14 Final rank correlation coefficient calculation data for daytime parking l<
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While the z-statistic still indicates a nearly 100% confidence of correlation
that the two image's digital counts are correlated, the rank order correlation
coefficient now also indicates that there is a better chance that the two are
indeed correlated.
Actual Symb. Actual Symb. App.
Actual Symb. App. App. App. App. Temp.
Material D C D C Rad. Rad.. Temp. Temp. Diff.
Asphalt 75.62 191 0.00355 0.00492 273.81 293.07 -19.26
Grass 70.16 125 0.00349 0.00414 272.79 282.53 -9.74
P. S. Side 172.09 110 0.00470 0.00396 290.16 279.96 10.20
Glass 112.12 60 0.00398 0.00336 280.34 270.86 9.47
Rubber 203.90 203 0.00507 0.00506 295.00 294.86 0.13
P.S.Bump 136.25 134 0.00427 0.00424 284.41 284.04 0.37
Dirt/Grass 76.92 180 0.00357 0.00479 274.06 291.38 -17.33
Water 37.75 129 0.00310 0.00418 266.49 283.20 -16.71
Sand 66.98 145 0.00345 0.00437 272.20 285.84 -13.64
Dirt 47.70 163 0.00322 0.00459 268.47 288.73 -20.25
Greyl 144.22 120 0.00437 0.00408 285.71 281.68 4.03
Grey2 178.47 145 0.00477 0.00437 291.15 285.84 5.31
Grey3 190.64 176 0.00492 0.00474 293.02 290.76 2.25
Grey4 193.28 194 0.00495 0.00496 293.41 293.52 -0.11
Grey5 192.86 170 0.00494 0.00467 293.35 289.83 3.52
Black 202.72 176 0.00506 0.00474 294.82 290.76 4.06
Green 168.31 175 0.00465 0.00473 289.57 290.61 -1.04
Red 177.17 150 0.00476 0.00443 290.94 286.65 4.29
Blue 176.72 187 0.00475 0.00487 290.87 292.46 -1.58
Table 4.2.15 Initial RMS temperature difference data for daytime parking lot.
A similar results was seen in the RMS apparent temperature calculation
for these two pair of comparison images. The
"generic"
material characteristics
produced the RMS value (the data is seen in Table 4.2.15):
RMS = 10.09k
Then, after the material characteristics were edited to more closely match
those of the actual infrared image scene, the RMS apparent temperature was
calculated as (data in Table 4.2.16):
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RMS = 9.53k
Actual Symb. Actual Symb.
Actual Symb. App. App. App. App.
Material D C D C Rad. Rad.. Temp. Temp.
Asphalt 75.62 191 0.00355 0.00456 273.81 288.41
Grass 70.16 125 0.00349 0.00451 272.79 287.62
P. S. Side 172.09 110 0.00470 0.00388 290.16 278.74
Glass 112.12 60 0.00398 0.00411 280.34 282.20
Rubber 203.90 203 0.00507 0.00617 295.00 307.91
P.S.Bump 136.25 134 0.00427 0.00380 284.41 277.69
Dirt/Grass 76.92 180 0.00357 0.00461 274.06 289.05
Water 37.75 129 0.00310 0.00304 266.49 265.52
Sand 66.98 145 0.00345 0.00451 272.20 287.62
Dirt 47.70 163 0.00322 0.00455 268.47 288.26
Greyl 144.22 120 0.00437 0.00448 285.71 287.30
Grey2 178.47 145 0.00477 0.00461 291.15 289.05
Grey3 190.64 176 0.00492 0.00466 293.02 289.67
Grey4 193.28 194 0.00495 0.00470 293.41 290.15
Grey5 192.86 170 0.00494 0.00465 293.35 289.52
Black 202.72 176 0.00506 0.00474 294.82 290.76
Green 168.31 175 0.00465 0.00443 289.57 286.65
Red 177.17 150 0.00476 0.00453 290.94 287.93
Blue 176.72 187 0.00475 0.00448 290.87 287.30
Table 4.2.16 Final RMS temperature difference data for daytime parkii
App.
Temp.
Diff.
-14.61
-14.83
11.42
-1.86
-12.91
6.72
-14.99
0.97
-15.42
-19.78
-1.59
2.10
3.34
3.26
3.83
4.06
2.91
3.01
3.58
ing lot.
One can see that changing the material characteristics did not effect the
apparent temperature RMS as much as it did the rank order correlation
coefficient. Both of the RMS values that were calculated seem to be of the same
order. In other words, Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient seems to
be more sensitive to change than the apparent temperature RMS. This is to be
expected, to some extent. Since the SSC system is not a full blown infrared ray
tracer, and since some assumptions have been made (such as using 2-D
objects instead of 3-D), the SSC results are not expected to be 100% accurate.
The SSC system output is meant as a first guess so that a more elaborate
system can be used to give more complex results.
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The last image pair that was used in the evaluation of the SSC system
was more of a real-life exercise. The actual infrared image that was used in the
comparison was taken from a set of images which were produced during a flight
over an airport using an infrared camera (Fig. 4.2.3). The symbolic image that
resulted from the initial material characteristics is depicted in Fig. 4.2.1 1.
Fig. 4.2.11 Initial symbolic image used in nighttime airport comparison.
Material
Road Con.
P. Steel
N. Steel
R. Steel
Asphalt
Grass
Concrete
P. Steel
R. Gravel
Shingles
Dirt/Grass
Actual
DC
118.29
20.14
77.88
94.60
88.49
36.18
81.63
71.38
12.00
59.56
61.47
Symb.
DC
114
49
64
60
50
44
49
69
5
58
62
Actual DC Symb. DC
Rank
1
10
5
2
3
9
4
6
11
8
7
Rank
1
8.5
3
5
7
10
8.5
2
11
6
4
Rank
Diff.
0
1.5
2
3
4
1
4.5
4
0
2
3
Diff.
Squared
0
2.25
4
9
16
1
20.25
16
0
4
9
Table 4.2.17 Initial rank correlation coefficient calculation data for nighttime
airport.
The rank order correlation coefficient for this comparison pair of images
was not as high as that of the other first image pair, but
better than the second.
This is a promising sign. The scene make-up was
less known, but still provided
results that are comparable to those of well
known scenes. The rank order
correlation coefficient calculation data is found in Table 4.2.17 and the
actual
coefficient that was calculated is the following:
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r = 0.63
z = 1.99
(-95.3% confidence of correlation)
Fig. 4.2.12 Final symbolic image used in nighttime airport comparison.
Self-
Heat Thermal Exp. Thermal Visible Gen.
Material Cap. Cond. Thick. Area Emis. Emis. Powei
R. Concrete 0.26 0.0 25.14 -0.5 0.94 0.90 0.0
P. Steel 0.87 464.4 0.27 -0.9 0.90 0.60 0.0
N. Steel 0.87 464.4 1.0 0.4 0.90 0.94 0.0
R. Steel 0.87 464.4 50.0 0.5 0.90 0.60 0.0
Asphalt 0.47 5.93 10.11 -0.5 0.99 0.93 0.0
Grass 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.16 0.88 0.91 -3.69
R. Concrete 0.26 0.0 1.0 -0.5 0.94 0.9 0.0
P. Steel 0.87 464.4 1.0 0.3 0.90 0.60 0.0
R. Gravel 0.34 17.2 10.11 -0.4 0.90 0.90 -5.87
Shingles 0.45 6.36 1.0 -0.4 0.91 0.86 0.0
Dirt/Grass 1.0 5.0 50.0 0.5 0.88 0.91 0.0
Table 4.2.18 Final symbolic scene materials used in nighttime airport comparison.
By altering some of the material characteristics for the symbolic
scene(new symbolic image in Fig. 4.2.12; new characteristics in Table 4.2.18), a
much higher correlation coefficient was achieved (data used is found in Table
4.2.19):
r = 0.91
z = 2.88
(-99.6% confidence of correlation)
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Actual Symb. Actual DC Symb. DC Rank Diff.
DC DC Rank Rank Diff. Squared
118.29 114 1 1 0 0
20.14 23 10 10 0 0
77.88 64 5 5 0 0
94.60 90 2 2 0 0
88.49 68 3 4 1 1
36.18 44 9 9 0 0
81.63 61 4 7 3 9
71.38 69 6 3 3 9
12.00 5 11 11 0 0
59.56 58 8 8 0 0
61.47 62 7 6 1 1
Material
Road Con.
P. Steel
N. Steel
R. Steel
Asphalt
Grass
Concrete
P. Steel
R. Gravel
Shingles
Dirt/Grass
Table 4.2.19 Final rank correlation coefficient calculation data for nighttime airport.
One should note that the RMS apparent temperature value change
significantly after the new material characteristics were supplied to the SSC
system. Using the data in Table 4.2.20, the initial RMS value was calculated as:
RMS =:3.58k
Actual Symb. Actual Symb. App.
Actual Symb. App. App. App. App. Temp
Material D C D C Rad. Rad.. Temp. Temp. Diff.
R.Concrete 118.29 114 0.00312 0.00308 266.91 266.26 0.65
P. Steel 20.14 49 0.00224 0.00250 250.42 255.65 -5.22
N. Steel 77.88 64 0.00276 0.00264 260.54 258.23 2.31
R. Steel 94.60 60 0.00291 0.00260 263.24 257.55 5.69
Asphalt 88.49 50 0.00286 0.00251 262.26 255.82 6.45
Grass 36.18 44 0.00239 0.00246 253.37 254.76 -1.39
Concrete 81.63 49 0.00280 0.00250 261.16 255.65 5.51
P Steel 71.38 69 0.00270 0.00268 259.46 259.07 0.39
R. Gravel 12.00 5 0.00217 0.00211 248.87 247.52 1.35
Shingles 59.56 58 0.00260 0.00258 257.47 257.21 0.26
Dirt/Grass 61.47 62 0.00261 0.00262 257.79 257.88 -0.09
Table 4.2.20 Initial RMS temperature difference data for nighttime jairport.
Then, after using the new material characteristics data (Table 4.2.18), and the
data in Table 4.2.21 , the RMS value was calculated as:
RMS = 1.75k
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Actual Symb. Actual Symb. App.
Actual Symb. App. App. App. App. Temp
Material D C D C Rad. Rad.. Temp. Temp. Diff.
R.Concrete 118.29 114 0.00312 0.00308 266.91 266.26 0.65
P. Steel 20.14 23 0.00224 0.00227 250.42 250.95 -0.53
N. Steel 77.88 64 0.00276 0.00264 260.54 258.23 2.31
R. Steel 94.60 90 0.00291 0.00287 263.24 262.50 0.74
Asphalt 88.49 68 0.00286 0.00267 262.26 258.90 3.37
Grass 36.18 44 0.00239 0.00246 253.37 254.76 -1.39
R.Concrete 81.63 61 0.00280 0.00261 261.16 257.71 3.44
P. Steel 71.38 69 0.00270 0.00268 259.46 259.07 0.39
R. Gravel 12.00 5 0.00217 0.00211 248.87 247.52 1.35
Shingles 59.56 58 0.00260 0.00258 257.47 257.21 0.26
Dirt/Grass 61.47 62 0.00261 0.00262 257.79 257.88 -0.09
Table 4.2.21 Final RMS temperature difference data for nighttime airport.
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5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
This is the first version of an infrared image analysis tool to be used in
analysis exercises or in the education of future analysts. It is robust enough to
incorporate nearly any imaging situation or phenomenon without sacrificing a
great deal of time or money. Before, analysts had to rely on the availability of
actual infrared imagery to build their intuition and experience to the point where,
they could accurately identify the phenomenon being imaged, if presented with
an unknown infrared image. Now, through the use of the SSC system, an
analyst can merely devise an imaging situation and see detailed results within
seconds. And, in conjunction with the DIRSIG infrared ray tracer algorithm, an
analyst can merely devise an imaging situation and see the results within hours.
Also, with a few improvements, the SSC system could become even more
accurate than it already is. The extent of its accuracy should be considered for
a future project while improvements and upgrades should be considered for yet
another.
As with any first version software, there are some areas of improvement
within the SSC system. Although the system does perform fairly well,
enhancements to a few particular modules could increase the system's
performance. For example, within the Calibrate module there are material
property slider bars used to edit the material properties before the calibration
step is performed. The user can dictate the types of materials used in the
calibration process by moving the slider bars to their appropriate positions.
When a material type is selected, the default values for each of the material
properties should be loaded. This does not always happen. When the default
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values are not loaded correctly the user must use the slider bars to set the
appropriate values. This can create problems. Since the ranges for the various
parameters are quite large, picking a particular value is very difficult. In a future
upgrade it might be more appropriate to make these parameters actual value
inputs instead of slider bars. The idea behind the slider bar was to see results
as the user slid the bar to new values. This does not happen at this point so it
makes sense to change the material property inputs to make them more
accurate while a loss of speed will not be a result.
The relatively small database of information may also be considered an
area of improvement. Although the user can put together nearly any material
combinations that he can think of, it would be very helpful to have a larger set of
default, or pre-determined, materials from which to choose. The average user,
especially those using the SSC system as a teaching tool, would not be able to
prescribe the various material property values necessary to set up a particular
scene. A larger list of materials, with appropriate default values, would be
extremely helpful.
Along the same lines, a set of default weather histories might also be
helpful. It is not uncommon for an image analyst to have no idea what the
environmental conditions were like during the acquisition of a particular actual
infrared image. If a set of representative weather histories could be created,
then the user could simply find the one that produces the best results and then
edit that weather data set until even better results are produced. What is meant
by a set of default weather histories is a list of several weather files that contain
various weather conditions. For example, a representative weather history for
each of the four seasons might be included. Weather files with exceptionally
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high temperatures and ones with exceptionally low temperatures might also be
included, as well as histories with various amounts of precipitation.
The last recommendation for future work could be thought of as an
overall improvement, rather than an improvement in one area within the SSC
system. Once the user has created the desired scene material combinations
and weather characteristics, it would be helpful to run the DIRSIG infrared ray
tracing algorithm from within the SSC session. Sometimes the final goal of an
SSC session is to create an artificial, or symbolic, image. Therefore, the user
should be able to create a complete three-dimensional ray-traced image
directly, without having to transport the final scene and weather information to
the ray tracer platform. This improvement to the SSC system might be a rather
large undertaking, especially since the SSC system deals strictly with two
dimensional symbolic scenes while the infrared ray tracer is designed to create
simulated images of three dimensional symbolic scenes.
It has been said that necessity is the mother of invention. There are
probably many areas of improvements within the SSC system that have not
been thought of, perhaps because these things have not been needed as of yet.
This first version of the SSC system will quite possibly be the ancestor of
several generations of improvements, judging from the rate of research being
done in the area of infrared imaging and analysis.
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7.0 Appendices
A. Database File Formats
There are two major sets of data needed by the SSC system for
initialization purposes. The first set of data, the weather data, can be created by
the SSC system itself or read in from a file. The first line of the file, whether
created by the user or saved by the SSC system after creation, will contain the
following information:
year month day
time time_index weather_count deltatime
latitude longitude
sensor altitude
minimum_zenith maximum_zenith zenith_increment
minimum_wavelength maximum_wavelength
The weather file will then contain a table of data that has 13 columns and the
number of rows represented by the weather_count field listed above. The table
will contain the following weather parameters:
time
air temperature
air pressure
relative humidity
dew point
wind speed
direct insolation
diffuse insolation
sky exposure
cloud type
precipitation type
precipitation rate
precipitation temperature
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The file should start 24 hours prior to the desired image acquisition time which
is represented by the time field that is listed in the initial group of parameters in
the file. The file will then list each of the other parameters as a function of time
ending with the image acquisition time. The first few lines of a weather file for
an acquisition time of 5 am on the 5th of October, 1990 is listed below:
90 10 5 5.0 0 97 0.25 39.78-84.11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.0 14.0 90 10 5 5.0
5.00 10.6 1008.0 0.80 -1 0.833 0 0 0.40 2 0 0 0
5.25 9.9 1008.1 0.80 -1 0.278 0 0 0.70 2 0 0 0
5.50 9.4 1006.5 0.80 -1 0.556 0 0 1.00 0 0 0 0
One would notice that four of the initial parameters are set to zero while intuition
would suggest that they should be something quite a bit higher. The first of
theses is the sensor altitude. Since the SSC system is only dealing with
surface-leaving radiances the sensor altitude has no impact on the results. The
next three parameters which are also set to zero deal with the zenith angles of a
scene. The zenith of a scene is usually a parameter that is dependant upon the
three dimensionality of a scene. Since the SSC system will only be dealing
with two dimensional scenes, these parameters also have no impact. Why
include them if these four variables have no impact? They were included to
keep the weather file format compatible with the weather file format for another
software package that has been described previously, namely the DIRSIG
infrared ray tracing project developed by Shor (1990). This will allow the user
to use the same weather file for both the SSC system and the ray tracer.
The next set of data that is needed by the SSC system for initialization
purposes is the material data. The material data file is used by the scene
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creation algorithms for default values for each of the material characteristic
parameters and in the calibration algorithm for the same purpose. The material
file should contain the following parameters:
Density
Specific Heat
Thermal Conductivity
Thickness
Visible Emissivity
Thermal Emissivity
Exposed Area
Self Generated Power
Slope
Azimuth
Name
Along with the above table of data, the first line of the file should specify the
number of materials listed in the file. A typical file with start like this:
25
1 .000 1 .000 0.00 1 2.0 0.90 0.96 0.70 -1 0.0 0.0 0.0 Muddy Water
1 .000 1 .000 5.00 1 6.6 0.50 0.96 0.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 Water
2.390 0.2198 1754.40 1.0 0.10 0.04 0.50 0.0 0.0 0.0 Aluminum
The slope and azimuth parameters should always be set to zero since the SSC
system is always dealing with two dimensional planar scenes. These two
parameters were included so that the same material file could be used for both
the SSC system and the infrared ray tracer.
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B. SSC System Example Run
Generally, the user will begin by loading the weather information. To do
so, the user selects the Weather Stack. If the user has the weather information
in a pre-made file, he should select Read Weather. If the user does not have
any pre-made weather information, or wishes to generate new weather
information, he should select Build Weather.
When selecting Read Weather, the user will be presented with a file
browser entitled "Weather File." The user should select the file containing the
weather information. When the final file selection is made, Read Weather will
load the information and pass it on to Edit Weather.
If the user selects Build Weather, the user will be presented with a
dizzying array of input parameters. The first eight parameters correspond to the
scene information. They include latitude, longitude, date and time. The next
fourteen parameters correspond to the information necessary to generate
weather data. They will be at default values, and the user should modify them
as necessary. (See the "Build Weather" module description above for details
on the various parameters.) The final parameter is a one-shot to produce the
weather data. When all of the parameters have been entered, the user should
click on the "Produce
Weather"
parameter, at which point, the module will
generate the weather data and pass it on to Edit Weather.
Once the user has read in or generated the weather data, he needs to
make sure Edit Weather is using the correct data. Selecting Edit Weather will
present the user with a selection parameter, a series of edit parameters, and a
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slide bar parameter. The selection parameter is used to select whether weather
data is being read in from a file or generated from input. If you used Read
Weather to read the weather data, select the former. If you used Build Weather
to generated the weather data, select the latter. Each of the edit parameters
allow you to call up a graph editor for the corresponding weather data listed on
the parameters. For instance, the first edit parameter is "Edit Air Temperature"
and selecting it will bring up a graph of the air temperatures versus time. Times
range from the target time (on the right) to twenty-four hours before the target
time (on the left). Clicking on the weather selection parameter will reset any
edits to their original values. Otherwise, if you edit the air temperature, the edits
will remain even if you go on to other modules. Changing the target time
parameter will change the time of day the scene is generated for. However, as
new weather data is not calculated, your weather history is shortened, and
therefore, the farther back from the original target time you move, the less
accurate the radiance calculations become. Also note that due to limitation of
the AVS slide bar parameters, this is all a relative time and when you move
backwards through midnight, the time is displayed as a negative value. Thus,
-3.00 would be 9:00 PM of the previous day and -11.50 would be 12:30 PM of
the previous day.
At this point, the initial weather information has been created and loaded
and sent on to Produce Scene. If the user wishes to save the weather
information, at this time, or any time in the future, he may select Save Weather
which will present him with a file browser parameter. The user may either select
a pre-existing file, or use New File to create a new weather file. Save Weather
will save any of the edits made in Edit Weather, including the change in target
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time. Weather files should end in ".weather" such that they may be found easily
by Read Weather.
Once the initial weather data has been loaded, the user generally
proceeds on to generate the synthetic scene. If the user wants to see what the
target image looks like, he may wish to load it at this point. This is done by
selecting the Calibrate Stack. The first routine on the Calibrate Stack, Load
Image, is used to load the target image. When selected, Load Image presents
the user with a file browser labelled "Image File" plus image file parameters. If
the image file has an image header, the user need merely select the image file
and all of the image parameters will be loaded from the header. If the image file
does not have an image header, the user needs to enter the X and Y size
parameters prior to selecting the image file. Once the image file has been
selected, Load Image loads the image and creates a window to display it.
Selecting that window will display the image. The "Size of Value
Window"
parameter is for use later on during the calibration stage.
At this point, the user may wish to begin creating the synthetic scene.
Due to how Xwindows handles look-up tables, the user will most likely have to
select the AVS Control Panel to change the colormap back from the greyscale
colormap used to display the image. To generate the synthetic scene, the user
selects the Scene Stack.
If the user has a generated scene from a prior session, he may load it at
this point using Read Scene. Selecting Read Scene presents the user with a
file browser entitled "Scene
File"
which may be used to load the pre-saved
scene. When the scene is selected, Read Scene will load both the material list
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information and the synthetic scene and pass them to compose tiles. On the
window session, the number of objects and materials loaded will be displayed,
while in the "AVS Compose Tiles" window, the user will see the icon tiles
already in the scene.
To add tiles to the scene, whether a pre-saved scene that has been read
in, a scene created previously in the same SSC session, or a brand new scene,
the user uses Select Tile. Selecting Select Tile will present the user with a file
browser entitled "Tile Image File" along with various image parameters. As with
Load Image, if the tile image file contains an image header, the image
parameter values will be loaded from the header. If not, the user needs to
specify the X and Y size prior to selecting the image file. Once the file is
selected, the user may select a new tile from that file by selecting the "Select
Tile"
parameter. Once selected, a window will be created containing the icon
tile image. Due to how Xwindows handles colormaps, the window may initially
appear blank until selected with the left button on the mouse. Selecting one of
the icon tiles with either the middle or right mouse button will cause the icon tile
image window to disappear and the selected tile to be added to the "AVS
Compose Tiles" window. If the "AVS Compose
Tiles"
window was previously
full, it will be expanded to make room for the new tile. If the user wishes to
select another tile from the same tile image, selecting "Select
Tile"
will do so
without requiring the user to re-select the tile image name.
Once the necessary tile icons have been selected, the user will wish to
assign the material types and properties to the icons. This is accomplished in
Compose Tiles. Selecting Compose Tiles will present the user with two
parameters used to inform the user, a material type parameter, and seven
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material property parameters. The user selects the desired material to assign
by selecting the material in the "AVS Compose Tiles" window. Xwindows may
require that you select with window prior to selecting the material. When the
user selects a material, the item number and material will be displayed in the
first two parameters. The material will either be designated as "Background" or
"Material #." The user may then select a material type by using the material type
browser parameter. If the material already had a material type assigned, that
type will be displayed after "Value:" in the browser. Selecting a material type, in
addition to assigning the type to the material, will load the default values for the
various material properties. Once the material type has been assigned, the
user may then modify the material properties. If two different materials are
assigned to the same material type, each material will have its own set of
properties. Re-selecting the material type will reset the current material
properties back to their defaults. The material type and properties may be
changed at any time in the future by selecting that particular material.
Once the user has assigned material types and properties to all of the
materials within the scene, and the weather information has been loaded, he is
ready to generate the synthetic scene. The user may wish to save the
composed scene at this point. This is done by selecting Write Scene. The user
may save the material and scene data by selecting the file in the "Scene
File"
file browser parameter. The data may be saved in a pre-existing file, or by
selecting New File, the user may create a new scene file. Scene files should
end in
".scene"
such that they can be found easily by Read Scene.
When the user selects Produce Scene in order to generate the synthetic
scene, he will be presented with three parameters. One is a selection
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parameter, to determine which wavelengths the user wishes to work in. The
next is a one-shot which will produce the scene. The third is a boolean which
will allow the routine to automatically send any weather or scene changes on to
the calibration routine. Once a scene has been produced and calibrated, the
user generally turns "Auto
Produce"
on such that he can make changes to the
weather or scene and see them immediately. However, during the weather
generation and scene generation phases, having "Auto Produce" on will greatly
slow down the process since each change in material type, property, or weather
data will cause the network to generate an new scene. When the user selects
the "Produce Scene" parameter, information is displayed to the terminal session
regarding each of the materials in the scene. This list may be used to ensure
the user assigned all of the materials with the scene. This list is only generated
when the user selects the "Produce
Scene"
parameter, and not every time "Auto
Produce"
regenerates the scene.
Once a symbolic scene has been generated, it needs to be calibrated
before it can be displayed. The first step in the calibration process is to load the
actual infrared image, however, this is often done before the symbolic scene is
generated, and as such, the process of loading the target image is described
above.
After the target image has been loaded, the user will need to select
transform points. If this target image was previously used, it is possible that
someone already selected transform points. If this is the case, the user may use
Read Transform to read in the points. Selecting Read Transform will present
the user with a file browser entitled "Transform
File." Selecting a file will load
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the transform points and send them to Calibrate. The number of transform
points loaded is displayed on the terminal session.
In order to calibrate a scene, there needs to be at least three transform
points selected. Selecting Calibrate will display fifteen parameters. The first
two are used to select a transform point. The next two display information
regarding the transform point. The next eight are used to assign material type
and properties to the transform point. The last three are used to produce the
transform or transform the image. If transform points have already been loaded,
the first one (Window Number 1) will be displayed on the control panel, "if not,
all the values will be set to zero.
The user may create a new transform point by using Load Image. Using
the right mouse button, the user can select a region of the target image that is of
a known material. (The user may have to move the various Xwindows around
on the screen in order to be able to view the target image and the selected
image values at the same time.) Initially, the selectable region is an eleven by
eleven rectangle centered under the cursor. The user may change the size of
this rectangle by using the "Size of Value
Window"
parameter in Load Image.
The user should shrink or expand the value window as necessary. The object
is to select a window that falls entirely within a single material type, but not one
that is so small as to not present enough values to generate a good average.
The average value of the selected window is also displayed on the "AVS Load
Image
Values"
window. Once the user has selected a suitable region to use for
a control point, he should return to the Calibrate routine.
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Selecting the "Accept Selection" parameter will create a new transform
point and load the average pixel value from the selection window into the
"Window Average" for the new transform point. (Each Window Number
corresponds to a transform point.) If the user wishes to change the "Window
Average" for an existing transform point, this may be done manually by entering
the window average displayed in the "AVS Load Image Values" window into the
"Window Average" parameter in Calibrate.
Once the window average has been assigned, the user must then define
the material type for the selected window. As with Compose Tiles, this is
accomplished through the material type browser. Also similar to Compose
Tiles, selecting the material type will load the default material properties. The
user may then change any of those material properties as necessary. The
calculated material radiance, based upon the weather and scene information
passed in from above, will be immediately displayed in the "Material
Radiance"
parameter. Any changes to the material type or properties will be immediately
reflected in this parameter. While the user may desire to manually modify the
window average, as described above, it is not recommended that the user
manually modify the material radiance, as this can skew final results.
Once at least three transform points have been created, the user may
produce the calibration transform by selecting the "Produce
Transform"
parameter. Upon doing so, the transform will be displayed in a window on the
screen. The transform points will be represented as small green circles and the
transform regression line produced will be represented as a single green line.
The radiance values are across the X axis and the pixel values (window
averages) are across the Y axis. In addition, the transform points and the
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regression formula are displayed to the terminal session. If the transform is not
adequate, adjustments may be made by modifying the transform points and
then regenerating the transform. Transform points are modified by selecting the
appropriate window number. To do so, the user manually enters the window
number into the "Window Number" parameter. That particular transform point,
the window average and material properties, are displayed. Any modifications
to the material properties will be reflected in the "Material Radiance" parameter.
Once the necessary adjustments have been made, selecting "Produce
Transform"
will generate a new transform with the modified transform point(s).
When a suitable calibration transform has been created, the user may
then transform the symbolic scene. This is done by selecting the "Transform
Image"
parameter. Upon doing so, two more windows will be created. The first
is the "AVS Show Final Display" and the second is the "AVS Show Final
Values." They contain the final symbolic scene and a window which can
display the radiance and temperature values. As with Produce Scene,
Calibrate has an "Auto Transform" parameter, such that any changes to the
scene are automatically sent through the calibration transform and on to the
final image. Turning "Auto
Transform"
on before producing a transform will
become very tedious very quickly as each change to the scene will cause a
warning to appear on the screen.
The user may wish to save the calibration transform at this point such that
it may be loaded when the target image is examined in the future. The
transform is saved by using Write Transform. Selecting Write Transform will
reveal a file browser entitled "Transform Points
File." The user may select a pre
existing file, or by selecting "New File", create a new transform point file.
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Transform point files should end in ".tpoints" such that the file may be easily
found by Read Transform.
Once the final scene has been generated using Calibrate, the user may
examine values within that scene. Selecting the final scene, and then clicking
within that scene, will call up a display of either the radiance values, apparent
temperatures, or actual temperatures within the scene. The user may select
which of the three to display through use of Show Final. The module has a
choice parameter with those three choices on it. Changing the value will
determine what is displayed the next time the user selects an area to display.
Realize that the grey scale in the value display is set by the corresponding grey
value in the scene and is not based upon the value that is being displayed.
This is done to allow the user to more easily determine which material he is
looking at since actual temperatures do not always correspond to the radiance
values due to differences in material properties. If the grey scale values were
set according to actual temperature, a number of the materials would blend
together due to the fact they have the same actual temperature, even though
their output radiance, and hence, their apparent temperatures, differ.
Once the final scene has been produced, it is common to want to modify
the upstream parameters. Setting "Auto
Produce" in Produce Scene and "Auto
Transform" in Calibrate will allow the user to see those changes reflected in the
final scene. The only exception is changes to the calibration transform points,
since a new calibration transform must be produced before those changes go
into effect. But changing weather files, editing the temperatures, changing the
target time, modifying material properties, changing wavelengths, or other
similar modifications are transmitted through the network, and if both auto
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parameters are enabled, the final scene is updated as soon as the changes
propagate. Selecting the final scene, such that Xwindows uses its colormap,
and then using the middle or right mouse button to change the parameters on
the control panel will allow the user to see the changes as they occur.
Once a final scene has been created and modified to the user's
satisfaction, he may save the image using the Write Final module. Selecting
Write Final will display a file browser and image parameters. The X and Y sizes
will be set according to the size of the synthetic scene and the band count will
be set to 1 since this is a monochrome image. By default, the routine does not
write an image header. If the user wishes a header to be written on the image,
he should select the type of image header before selecting the file. Once an
image header, if any, has been selected, the user may then select an existing
file, or create a new file by selecting "New
File," thus saving the final scene. For
"Erdas"
and "Erdas 7.4" image headers, the filename should end in
".Ian"
and
for all other headers, or for no header, the filename should end in
".pix"
or
".pic"
such that the file may be easily located by Load Image. If you do not specify an
image header, the data is written in raw format. Lines are typically 512 pixels
long, where each pixel is a single byte (or unsigned char). Each line is written
in succession, with no padding if it is an odd number of bytes, starting from the
top of the image.
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